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Picture Composition Grade 1
This Primary Composition Notebook features a picture of a happy pirate on a glossy and soft cover. This Notebook is 8.5
x 11 inches and contains 120 storybook pages, a space for writing and drawing on each page. It's a great addition to your
list of school supplies. Perfect practice drawing and writing composition book for kids. Perfect for Kindergarten and Grade
1- 4 boys and girls.
Primary Composition Notebook Large 8.5x11 in./21.6x27.9 cm 50 Sheets/100 Pages Story paper pages with a blank
picture space on the top half and primary ruled lines on the bottom half of the page. The dotted midline and thick baseline
make handwriting practice easier for kids in preschool and elementary school learning how to write. Compatible with the
common handwriting methods used in schools such as Zaner-Bloser, D'Nealian, and McDoughal Littel.
This 1st grade Composition Book features a picture of a cute wizard. It
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade one vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step manner"--Cover [p.
1].
?Unicorn - Primary Story Journal? It has a drawing space on top of each page and lined paper at the bottom that has standard dotted midline
ruled pages to help children form letters and numbers correctly. Makes a fantastic gift for for creative kids that love to write and draw! Makes
the Perfect Gift for Any Occasion! ? Birthdays ? Parties and sleepovers ? Holidays and celebrations ? School events and projects ? Creative
writing and learning If you're ready to help your child bring their ideas and stories to life with their own Primary Draw and Write Composition
Notebook - then scroll up and click "add to cart".
This workbook is designed to reinforce specific writing skills including understanding parts of sentences, writing paragraphs, and writing a
letter.

A unique blend of age-appropriate tracing and writing activities are combined with puzzles to make learning fun while
helping kindergarteners build alphabet and handwriting skills and develop lifelong learning confidence. Identifying letters
and learning to write letters and words are important steps toward reading readiness, and Highlights (TM) infuses Fun
with a Purpose® into these essential learning activities. With vibrant art and engaging prompts, Writing exposes
kindergarteners to letters and words through tracing and writing practice and the fun of puzzles and other activities,
including Hidden Pictures® puzzles and mazes.
this is the perfect primary composition notebook for creative writing, handwriting practice, drawing and making
storybooks. It is absolutely perfect for gift-giving.Help your child bring their ideas and stories to life with their own writing
paper NOTEBOOK DETAILS High-quality matte cover for a professional finish large size 8.5 "x 11" (21.59 x 27.94
cm);Perfect size for little hands half-rule page with drawing area The total number of pages is 120
This primary journal is perfect for students in kindergarten through second grade. Compatible with Zaner-Bloser,
McDoughal Littell and D'Nealian handwriting methods, it features writing lines at the bottom with blank space for drawing
on the top of every page. The journal has primary-ruled lines printed in gray for students to sit their letters on the
baseline. Composition book measures 9-3/4" x 7-1/2" with 120 pages. Soft cover perfect bound.
When Gerald the elephant and Piggie realize that they are in a book, they decide to have some fun with the reader.
The illustrator of a retelling of "Little Red Riding Hood" provides a step-by-step account of her work to reveal the
principles of illustration and the role of shape and color in expressing ideas and emotions.
Primary Composition Notebook Features: 117 pages 8 x 10 in (20.32 x 25.4 cm) Left Side - Each sheet includes a half a
page of drawing space on the Left Side and a half page of primary lines (top line, middle dotted line, bottom line) for
practicing writing the alphabet and numbers. Right Side - Each sheet includes a full page of primary lines (top line, middle
dotted line, bottom line), so children can practice writing and feel free to draw using markers without any worry of bleedthrough. Glossy Cover Paperback Can be used as a school notebook or composition book for kids in the early Grades
K-2 & 3 and Young writers can create their own story characters, heroes and fairy tales Perfectly suited for Creative
writing and drawing has been shown to build confidence and increase imagination Perfect gift for Homeschooling Kids
and Kindergarten Kids
This 5-volume set tracks the various legal, administrative and social documentation on the progress of Indian education from 1780
to 1947. This fifth volume features commentaries, reports and policy documents from the period 1921-1945 from an Indian
perspective. The documents not only map a cultural history of English education in India but capture the debates in and around
each of these domains through coverage of English (language, literature, pedagogy), the journey from school-to-university, and
technical and vocational education. Produced by statesmen, educationists, administrators, teachers, Vice Chancellors and native
national leaders, the documents testify to the complex processes through which colleges were set up, syllabi formed, the language
of instruction determined, and infrastructure built. The sources vary from official Minutes to orders, petitions to pleas, speeches to
opinion pieces. The collection contributes, through the mostly unmediated documents, to our understanding of the British Empire,
of the local responses to the Empire and imperial policy and of the complex negotiations within and without the administrative
structures that set about establishing the college, the training institute and the teaching profession itself.
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